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Note:Last ACARS message: communication with cabin; 
            Secondary Radar Contact: Flight detected by civilian radar; 
            Primary Radar Contact: Flight detected by military radar. 

611 days, we are waiting!

MH370 Infornation 
Date: March 8, 2014
Malaysia Airline 370
On board: 239 passengers
Aircraft: Boeing 777
Flight Origin: Kuala Lumpur 
                             International Airport
Destination:  Beijing Capital
                             International Airport
Registration: 9M-MRO

9M-MRO photographed in 2011

MH370 known �ight path before missing Following investigations and searches
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Though number of crashes declined steadily in the last decade, due to technological advancement. However, the number of fatalities remain unstable, 
especially with the release of larger passengers carry-capability aircrafts, such as Boeing-787 and Airbus-380. We are at the crossroad of 100th anniversary
of aviation invention, one of the greatest creation of human being, aircraft safety remain an improvable issue that our later generation need to work on. 

2014: 1328

2013: 459
2015: 106

People are in grief, nation is waiting. After 611 days and nights, we still have no idea where all passengers are, 
and where this plane ended. Some arguments raised associated with conspiracy, others believe pilot’s emotional
Problem causes this accident like the one happened on the Germanwings. Family members of this plane
mostly still believe their father/mother/son/daughter was hide at somewhere, maybe an island, and they will 
make their way back eventually, at one day. Days after days, every tragical aircraft accidents on the news remind
us this midnight �ight that never landed. From following MH17 �ight to the most recently Russian plane crash.
Many medias use the phrase “most catastrophic year in the aviation history” to describe last year. 
 
 
         

 Websites, anniversaries, helping groups. family members and volunteers use every resources possible to unite 
together and share the time of grief. For us, it might be 611 normal days; for some, they might waiting for door 
bell on, their family members come home. Every day for them is longer than a year.                  

Upper left image shows the timeline and traces we knew before the �ight was missing. It is clearly that someone 
Manipulated the plane �ew toward the opposite direction right after its leave Malaysia.
Upper right image shows after a year later, �rst piece of debris were found at 3615 miles away at Reunion Island 
at South Indian Ocean, which might be brought there by ocean current. During this year, multiple countries 
around estimated crash sites were collaborated search MH370 near the west coast of Australia. 

Let us hold our best wish and pray for every single one of them back home!                               
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Resource: Wikipedia; Bureau of Aircraft Accidents Archives. 
Tianyuan, Xia


